Cystic Fibrosis Transmembrane Conductance Regulator (CFTR) gene mutations in North Egyptian population: implications for the genetic diagnosis in Egypt.
Cystic fibrosis (CF) occurrence in Arab populations is not common and still remains underidentified. Furthermore, the lack of disease awareness and diagnosis facilities have mislead the identification of cystic fibrosis for decades. The knowledge about cystic fibrosis (CF) in Egypt is very limited, and a few reports have drawn attention to the existence of CF or CFTR-related disorders (CFTR-RDs) in the Egyptian population. Therefore a comprehensive genetic analysis of the CFTR gene was realized in patients of North Egypt. DNA samples of 56 Egyptian patients were screened for the CFTR gene mutations. The 27 exons and their flanking regions of the CFTR gene were amplified by PCR, using the published primer pairs, and were studied by automated direct DNA sequencing to detect disease-causing mutations. Moreover, large duplication/deletion was analysed by MLPA technique. CFTR screening revealed the identification of thirteen mutations including four novel ones: c.92G&gt;A (p.Arg31His), c.2782G&gt;C (p.Ala928Pro), c.3718-24G&gt;A, c.4207A&gt;G (p.Arg1403Gly) and nine previously reported mutations: c.454A&gt;T (p.Met152Leu), c.902A&gt;G (p.Tyr301Cys), c.1418delG, c.2620-15C&gt;G, c.2997_3000delAATT, c.3154T&gt;G (p.Phe1052Val), c.3872A&gt;G (p.Gln1291Arg), c.3877G&gt;A (p.Val1293Ile), c.4242+10T&gt;C. Furthermore, eight polymorphisms were found: c.743+40A&gt;G, c.869+11C&gt;T, c.1408A&gt;G, c.1584G&gt;A, c.2562T&gt;G, c.3870A&gt;G, c.4272C&gt;T, c.4389G&gt;A. These mutations and polymorphisms were not previously described in the Egyptian population except for the c.1408A&gt;G polymorphism. Here we demonstrate the importance of the newly discovered mutations in Egyptian patients and the presence of CF, whereas the p.Phe508del mutation is not detected. The identification of CFTR mutations will become increasingly important in undocumented populations. The current findings will help us expand the mutational spectrum of CF and establish the first panel of the CFTR gene mutations in the Egyptian population and design an appropriate strategy for future genetic diagnosis of CF.